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• Shade house growing system is validated to offer a 
unique proposition to diversified markets  
 

• ASX approve WOA’s in-principle application to list 
 

• WOA Board commit to strive for listing in early 2018 
 

• Strong publicity for WOA’s water efficiency and Food for 
Reasons brand 

HIGHLIGHTS 
 

DETAILS 
 

• Shade house growing system is validated to offer a 
unique proposition to diversified markets  
	

SALES & 
DISTRIBUTION 

 
The first summer crop of Food for Reasons was successfully marketed 
via a direct-to-consumer box scheme (5 hubs in Wheatbelt and 
Scarborough), independent supermarkets (incl. Manna Wholefoods) 
and a leading Perth-based wholesaler (W.A. Farmers Direct).  
 
The three distribution channels all reported positive feedback from 
customers on taste, freshness and quality. Roma tomatoes and 
red/yellow capsicums both produced during April/May – a gap period 
for other local producers. The tomato crop was unaffected by a State-
wide pest outbreak (psyllid) that impacted Perth and Gasgoyne 
growers. This demonstrated another competitive advantage of 
growing in the Wheatbelt 
 
The online ordering system for the direct-to-consumer, seasonal 
vegetable box was released in May -	www.foodforreasons.com 
 
The online ordering system offers Food for Reasons a direct 
engagement strategy with existing and potential customers. It also 
offers a foundation to launch both fresh and packaged foods under 
the Food for Reasons brand. 
	



	

	
	

• ASX approve WOA’s in-principle application to list 
	

ASX APPROVAL 
 

On 16 May, the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) national 
committee approved WOA’s in-principle application to list. The 
national committee made positive reference to WOA’s objective of 
regeneration in the Wheatbelt and the 4 returns framework. The 
successful application was prepared with support from Fairweather 
Corporate Lawyers. 
 
	

• WOA Board commit to strive for listing in early 
2018 

	
In June, the Board formally approved WOA’s ambition to list in 
early 2018. The decision to extend the timing was based on the 
following rationale: 
 

(i) Strengthens the business streams through optimising 
winter and summer crop operations over a 12 month 
growing cycle 

(ii) Maximises time for WOA to potentially negotiate 
ownership or management of large-scale, land asset 
with impact investors 

(iii) Offers sufficient time to maximise value from direct-to-
consumer, retail and wholesale marketing strategies 

(iv) Provides sufficient time to build consumer awareness 
of the Food for Reasons brand – via social media and 
traditional marketing 

(v) Takes advantage of Chairman’s time in Europe (June – 
December 2017) to engage with European impact 
investor networks and individuals 

(vi) Offers sufficient time for development of resilient and 
efficient systems that can deliver 4 returns prior to 
IPO raising in early 2018 

	
 

 
	

IPO 
 



	

	
	

On 27 April, the Guardian newspaper released a highly supportive story 
 
 www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2017/apr/27/water-smart-
farming-how-hydroponics-and-drip-irrigation-are-feeding-australia  
 
The article introduced the Food for Reasons brand to Guardian’s global 
audience and concluded with the following endorsement: 
 
“Wide Open Agriculture is now looking to break into the local hospitality 
and retail market. It has opted for the brand name, Food for Reasons. 
For once a product that says what it is on the tin – or box.” 
 
WOA’s social media presence continues to grow and expand its 
following. The WOA Facebook and Food for Reasons Instagram account 
(@FoodforReasons) have a combined following of over 1,000 people 
and is rapidly growing. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
	

• Strong publicity for WOA’s water efficiency and Food 
for Reasons brand 

	

PUBLIC RELATIONS 
 

NEXT STEPS 
 

• Final stage of development for Wheatbelt’s substantial planting 
of fodder, forage shrubs (100ha) on WOA land asset 
 

• Advertise Marketing Operations Manager role to attract high-
calibre, marketing professional with +5 years experience with 
fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) 

 
• Implement KPIs for shade house operations and distribution 

strategies 
 

• Finalise investor relations engagement strategy to align with 
proposed listing in early 2018 

	


